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Questions Points 

Vocabulary 4 

A Fill in the blanks with the words given . ( There is one word extra ) 

healthy / strong / metal / recently / hope / increase / danger / protect / fact    

1. Sunglasses ………….. our eyes from the sun .

2. I need a ………………. person to help me move the piano .

3. Children’s lives are in ………….. whenever they cross the road .

4. I heard around 70 Iranian cheetahs are alive , but their number is going to ………….   .

5. Trees are the ……………. homes of tens of different animals .

6. Things that are true or that really happen are ………………  . .

7. Gold is a very expensive …………….. in the world .

8. If people take care of them , there is ………….. for this beautiful animal to live .
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B Match the words from column A with the definitions in column B . 

.               A                .                           .                     B                     . 

9. collect a. strong and well

10. healthy b. something like water or blood

11. pump c. to go and get someone or something

12. liquid d. send around
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C Fill in the blanks with the proper words of your own . 

13. The ………………. that we all live on is the Earth .

14. In a/an …………………. we study and look at stars and sky with powerful telescopes .

0.5 

D Choose the correct answer . 

15. Tom hopes to meet Mary again in the near ……………  .

a. past b. plan c. future d. kind

16. People should ………… more ………….. to the nature .

a. pick - up b. pay - attention c. die – out d. put - out
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 Grammar 4 

E Choose the correct answer . 

17. “ Telephone is ringing .”       “ Yes , I …………………. It . 

  a. am going to answer      b. will answer               c. am answering            d. answer 

18. Look ! The sky is cloudy . It ……………….. in minutes . 

  a. will rain                        b. rains                          c. is going to rain          d. rained 

19. Mount Everest is ……………... mountain in the world . 

  a. higher than                     b. the highest              c. as high as                    d. high 

20. I bought a ………………. shirt last week .  

  a. large beautiful cotton                                                 c. large cotton beautiful 

  c. beautiful large cotton                                                 d. beautiful cotton large 
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F Put the words in the correct order . 

21. people / in / are / care of / interested / many / animals / taking . 

22. the most / we / the Earth / important / think / planet / is / in the Solar System .  
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G Complete the following sentences with the correct form of the given words . 

 

23. Ali does …………….. homework than his brother . ( much ) 

24. I think this park is …………….. park in the world . ( large ) 

25. They are going ……………. tennis next week . ( play )  

26. Who finally …………. the questions in the class yesterday ? 
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 Pronunciation 0.5 

H H. Which one is different in intonation pattern?  

 

27.       a. Jupiter has more than sixty moons .               b. Is there any car in the street ? 

            c. Mina sent an e-mail to me .                            d. There are three wolves in this area . 
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 Comprehension 3.5 

I I. Fill in the gaps with the words given . There is one extra word . 

planet- solar system- star – rocky 

       How much do you know about Mars? It is the small red …..28….. that is the forth planet 

from the Sun and is the nearest to the Earth. It is the second smallest planet in the …..29….. 

after Mercury. It is actually a …..30….. planet next to Saturn. We can see Mars and some other 

planets with a telescope.  
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J J. Read the passage and answer the questions . 

      The smallest monkey in the world weighs only 100 grams. That is as much as an apple. This 

kind of monkey is endangered because people are destroying the forests where they live. There 

aren’t many of these monkeys in forests. They are in danger of dying out. A zoo in Sydney is 

trying to help these monkeys. 

      Two zookeepers put together two monkeys to start a monkey family. A year later, two 

lovely monkeys were born. They weighed just 15 grams and were smaller than a human thumb! 

The monkeys were really beautiful.  

 

31. This kind of monkey is endangered because people are destroying their………. .  

a) zookeepers                b) zoos                      c) monkeys                    d) homes 

32. The monkeys which were born in the zoo of Sydney weighed ………….. .  

a) one hundred grams    

b) as much as an apple  

c) fifteen grams  

d) as much as your thumb  

 

33.  The endangered monkey is much bigger than an apple. ( True / False ) 

34.  We can find a few of this monkey alive. ( True / False ) 

  

35.  How did the zookeepers help the endangered monkeys? 

36.  How many endangered monkeys are there in forests?  
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 Total 12 
 


